
Vasstinden

After a relatively short drive from Tromsø city centre, you
will find Vasstinden in the beautiful Kattfjorden. Vasstinden
is a steep summit that pays off for every step towards the
top. A lovely view reveals itself after passing the tree line. At
the top, you stand at 900 MASL. Enjoy the view of Katt-
fjordeidet and the neighbouring summits Nordfjordtinden
and Blåskredtinden, as well as the islands Sommarøya,
Hillesøya, Håja and Tussøya. In fine weather you can see
parts of Senja.

Vasstinden - 6 km R/T 

Easy

Trail grading colours show
difficulty levels. Black icon on
white background is ungraded.Medium Challenging Expert
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Parking by Lauklineset, at the downside
of the road by Lauklines Kystferie.

Occasionally steep parts and 
rocky terrain.
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After only a short uphill you will get a great view over the
fjord from Bærmarhaugen (150 MASL). There is a steady
and relatively steep ascent through the woods along the
mountain ridge until it levels out at around 440 MASL. Here
the path divides. The path leading right is the most
common way up to Vasstinden. The path leading left is an
alternative unmarked route that takes you by Kvitorvatnet
to Vasstinden. To fill water, follow the path a hundred
meters to the left. When taking the marked route you will
gradually encounter rockier and steeper terrain. Follow the
south ridge to the top.

Trail description

Vasstinden

Nearby Outings Contact information

Lauklines Kystferie 
Telephone:  +47 77 65 60 80
Email: post@lauklines.no 

Legend

Parking

Viewpoint

Marked path

Trim cache

Lauklines - Bærmarhaugen 1 km R/T 

Kattfjorden - Tverrfjellet 8,5 km R/T 

Bogen - Rødfjellet 9 km R/T 


